
Rooftop Solar Power Generation Project (RRP SRI 50373-002) 

ANALYSIS OF THE FINANCIAL IMPACT ON POWER SECTOR UTILITIES 
 
A. Summary  
 
1. In September 2016, the Government of Sri Lanka (the government) announced the Battle 
for Solar Energy program.1 The government’s strategic goal is to increase solar photovoltaic 
capacity to 200 MW by 2020 and 1,000 MW by 2025. The program envisages boosting clean 
power generation through net metering, net accounting, and micro solar power producer (net plus) 
schemes to connect rooftop photovoltaic installations to the network. Net metering has been 
offered since 2008, while net accounting and net plus schemes were introduced in 2016. Around 
97% of the installed rooftop solar photovoltaic systems up to December 2016 were on net 
metering. 2 The total customer base is estimated to be around 8,600 producer-consumers 
(“prosumers”) with a total installed capacity slightly above 58 megawatts (MW). Given this 
prevalence, the central analysis in this document deals with the net metering scheme. 
 
2. Net metering, net accounting and net plus result in financial gains to some stakeholders 
and losses to other stakeholders. The stakeholder analysis reveals that the Ceylon Electricity 
Board (CEB) Transmission Licensee to be the most affected stakeholder. In the case of net 
metering,3 financial impacts include: (i) capacity revenue for generation, transmission, and 
distribution, and retail service revenue, lost and not recovered; (ii) variances between the 
generation and consumption profiles of prosumers, for which additional energy costs have to be 
incurred by the supplier; and (iii) net savings in fuel used. The highest losses are caused by 
capacity costs for generation, transmission and distribution that are not recovered from the 
prosumer. The results are summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Summary of financial impacts on CEB Transmission Licensee  
due to net metered customers 

Financial impact 2012 2013 2014 2015 20164 

Divergence between production 
and consumption profile ($’000) 

2.6 13.6 39.2 73.4 147.9 

Net fuel savings ($’000) 30.9 147.9 427.9 801.6 1611.3 

Capacity 
revenue loss 
($’000) 

Generation/ 
transmission 

(85.8) (442.7) (1,278.1) (2,393.1) (4,818.6) 

Distribution (59.3) (298.1) (861.3) (1,612.8) (3,245.6) 

Retail (3.2) (16.2) (46.8) (87.7) (176.4) 

Total ($’000) (114.8) (595.5) (1,719.2) (3,218.5) (6,481.5) 

Net financial impact ($ per kWp 
of operational solar 
photovoltaic) 

(107.8) (109.7) (109.6) (109.6) (109.7) 

( ) = negative amount, kWp = kilowatt peak. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 

                                                
1 Ministry of Power and Renewable Energy. Battle for Solar Energy begins from President’s house. 

http://powermin.gov.lk/english/?p=4454. 
2  Throughout the analysis, the end of year figures are used, leading to a potential upward bias regarding the total 

yearly effects and monthly averages.  
3  It is assumed that the produced electricity from net metering systems is entirely consumed by the prosumer and, 

consequently, no significant monthly carry-forward takes place as reported by both Lanka Electricity Company 
Limited and Ceylon Electricity Board. It is further assumed that prosumers do not change their consumption behaviour 
after the net metering system has been installed.  

4  Figures for the year 2016 are an estimate, extrapolated from December 2016 figures and applied to the full year.  

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=50373-002-3
http://powermin.gov.lk/english/?p=4454
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3. The negative net balance resulting from the net metering scheme increases CEB 
Transmission Licensee’s financial deficit. This deficit occurs due to the implementation of the net 
metered solar photovoltaic scheme, in accordance with the government policy. In line with the 
Electricity Act 2009, the government requires to settle CEB Transmission Licensee’s revenue gap 
(difference between allowed revenue and income at approved end-use customer tariffs) through 
the payment of subsidies to CEB, in which case the resulting net balance is indirectly transferred 
to taxpayers. Otherwise, CEB may apply and the Public Utilities Commission of Sri Lanka 
(PUCSL) may approve a tariff increase, so that this loss to CEB Transmission Licensee would be 
recovered from non-prosumers. 
 
4. The financial impact of the net accounting and net plus schemes on the CEB Transmission 
Licensee is based on stylized cases because the penetration of the schemes was negligible by 
December 2016.5. The drivers for the financial impact for the net accounting scheme are the same 
as for the net metering scheme, but payments received by the prosumer for surplus electricity fed 
into the grid require to be added. Under the net plus scheme, the full amount of the produced 
electricity is fed into the grid, gains and losses are only the fuel savings in relation to payments to 
producers. The results are summarized in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Summary of financial impacts on CEB Transmission Licensee  
due to net accounting and net plus customers 

 Net accounting Net plus 

Net fuel saving ($) 12,050 19,528 

Divergence between production and 
consumption profile ($) 

24.8 n/a 

Capacity 
revenue loss 
($) 

Generation/transmission 4,327 n/a 

Distribution 6,854 n/a 

Retail 2,085 n/a 

Payment for energy ($) (12,736) (29,607) 

Total impact ($) (13,927) (10,079) 

Net financial impact ($ per kWp of 
operational solar photovoltaic) 

(124.3) (68.6) 

( ) = negative amount, kWp = kilowatt peak. 
   Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
5. CEB Transmission Licensee incurs a loss due to penetration of rooftop solar photovoltaic 
generation. The highest impact is from net metered prosumers amounting up to negative 
$132/kWp of operational solar photovoltaic per year, which is a loss. The impact from the net 
accounting and net plus schemes is negative $124 and negative $69/kWp of operational solar 
photovoltaic per year, which too are losses. The differences are relevant across different types of 
customers as shown in Table 3. 
 
  

                                                
5  The customer portfolio consists of three consumer types with different sized installed capacity, namely: Household  

>180: 12kW installed capacity, Commercial >300: 55 kW installed capacity, Industrial >300: 80 kW installed capacity 
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Table 3: Financial impacts on CEB Transmission Licensee from each type of customer 
 Financial impacts from operational solar photovoltaic 

($ per kWp per year) 

 Domestic Commercial Industrial 

Net metering (132.4) (55.4) (44.5) 
Net accounting (186.5) (128.7) (57.7) 
Net plus (68.6) (68.6) (68.6) 

( ) = negative amount, kWp = kilowatt peak. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
6. The Rooftop Solar Power Generation Project is expected to finance the installation of a 
cumulative capacity of 50 MWp over 2018–2021. If all other conditions remain the same, the 
expected financial impact of the project to the CEB Transmission Licensee, when implemented, 
is estimated at negative  $5.1 million per year, considering the portfolio of prosumers expected to 
be financed by the project. This estimate will most likely vary, as important financial drivers are 
expected to change. Net fuel savings are likely to decrease in the coming yearsdue to planned 
introduction of liquefied natural gas to the country’s fuel mix in power generation. Payments to 
net accounting and net plus prosumers, currently at Sri Lanka rupees (SLRs) 22.00/kWh (or about 
$0.143/kWh) will decrease to SLRs15.50/kWh (or $0.097/kWh) from year 8 onwards, leading to 
a reduction in the financial losses to the CEB Transmission Licensee for the portfolio of 
subprojects financed by the project. Table 4 summarizes the estimated impacts of the project. 
 

Table 4: Estimated financial impacts on CEB Transmission Licensee by the project 

 
Average installed 

capacity (kWp) 
Total number of 

Installations 
Customer 
category 

Financial 
impact  

(million $/year) 

Net metering  5 2,000 Domestic (1.3) 
Net accounting 7 1,200 Domestic (1.6) 
Net plus  70 452 Industrial (2.2) 
Total estimated financial impact (5.1) 

( ) = negative amount, kWp = kilowatt peak. 
    Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
B. Detailed Analysis 
 

1. Identification of affected stakeholders 
 
7. The potential stakeholders affected by the net metering, net accounting and net plus 
schemes are the government, in case of any fiscal impact, and the power sector licensees 
(distribution, transmission or generation). The government is not an affected stakeholder because 
no fiscal revenue is lost, given that no value added tax or sales tax is charged on electricity tariffs. 
Similarly, the solar photovoltaic equipment is not subjected to value added tax or sales taxes, or 
import duties, causing no effective gain to the government through the increase of rooftop solar 
photovoltaic deployment. 
 
8. Generation licensees, namely the CEB Generation Licensee, independent power 
producers and small power producers (SPPs) are not affected.6 In the case of the CEB Generation 
Licensee and independent power producers, their remuneration is based on a two-part pricing 
structure, in which the total capacity costs are fully paid to them by the CEB Transmission 

                                                
6  Small power producers are renewable energy projects (small hydropower, wind, biomass, and solar photovoltaic), 

which operate on a 15-year power purchase agreement (20-years in case of small power producers who signed the 
agreement after 2008). 
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Licensee, independent of the actual generation. If electricity generated from rooftop solar 
photovoltaic systems effectively replaces thermal generation, fuel consumption as well as variable 
operations and maintenance costs are reduced. If such variable fuel and operations, and 
maintenance charges are properly calculated, the financial impact on generation licensees is 
insignificant. All SPPs operate on a must-run, must-take principles, and therefore, SPP dispatches 
and hence their income are not affected by generation from the rooftop solar photovoltaic 
systems. 
 
9. The first apparent impacts would be on the five distribution licensees (Lanka Electricity 
Company Limited and four CEB distribution licensees). It is possible that they are affected by the 
net metering and/or net accounting schemes, because capacity and energy costs are not paid by 
customers when they zero their bills. The distribution licensees incur two types of cost:                      
(i) distribution network costs; and (ii) CEB Transmission Licensee’s (single buyer function) bulk 
supply costs. A customer with a zero bill will not pay any network capacity costs,7 which leaves 
the distribution licensees unable to recover their allowed costs. The distribution licensees are 
further affected because they need to pay for transmission and generation capacity costs, as well 
as for a potential difference in energy costs arising from the difference in costs between the hours 
of generation and hours of consumption of prosumers. The distribution licensees are also 
potentially affected by administrative cost of the schemes, but such costs may be assumed to be 
partially offset by the application fees the prosumers pay when requesting a net metering or net 
accounting connection. 
 
10. However, according to existing tariff methodology approved in 2011 by PUCSL, and its 
subsequent amendments, a reduction of revenues due to lower sales than the forecast sales (that 
is the case when net metering and net accounting installations are commissioned) are partially 
offset by the revenue control formula that is based on the concept of a variable revenue cap.8 
Therefore, the distribution licensees are basically protected from loss of sales caused by 
penetration by prosumers. Irrespective of how much of electricity is sold and the mix of customers 
with a distribution licensees’ service area, the bulk supply tariff from the CEB Transmission 
Licensee to each distribution licensee is adjusted twice in the implementation of the tariff 
methodology: (i) ex-ante adjustment, once in six months, based on the forecast sales; and             
(ii) ex-post adjustment, once in six months, to adjust for actual sales. Both adjustments would 
ensure that the allowed distribution revenue is retained by each Distribution Licensee. Therefore, 
if there is a loss to any distribution licensee due to solar photovoltaic penetration, such loss would 
effectively be passed-on to the CEB Transmission Licensee. If the tariff methodology is 
implemented in full, such losses retained with the CEB Transmission Licensee, for which the CEB 
Transmission Licensee is not responsible, should either be (i) paid by the government as a 
subsidy; or (ii) passed on to customers as a tariff increase. 
 
11. However, the tariff methodology established in 2011 has never been implemented in full. 
PUCSL has been implementing the transitional provisions since 2011 and most likely will continue 
such approach in the coming years, especially regarding the regulation of bulk supply costs of the 
CEB Transmission Licensee. PUCSL has not rebalanced the bulk supply tariffs through backward 
corrections to account for changes between forecast generation costs and the actual generation 
costs. Similarly, PUCSL has not adjusted customer tariffs to account for variations between 
forecast sales and actual sales. Therefore, in the manner the tariff methodology is implemented 

                                                
7  Commercial and industrial customers pay capacity costs when their contract demand is above 42 kilovolt-ampere. 

For the analysis, it was assumed that none of the commercial or industrial customers fall into this tariff category.  
8  Public Utilities Commission of Sri Lanka. December 2011. Tariff Methodology. Colombo. 
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at present, any potential gain or loss to each distribution licensee is transferred to the CEB 
Transmission Licensee, and remains as a loss to CEB in CEB’s annual accounts. 
 
12. The CEB Transmission Licensee is further affected positively with rooftop solar 
photovoltaic, as there is a reduction in the procurement cost of generation. A positive financial 
gain for the CEB Transmission Licensee is fuel savings related to the avoided energy purchase 
from marginal generation units. Theoretically, and as envisaged by the tariff methodology, this 
gain should be transferred to all end users in the six monthly ex-post adjustment of customer 
tariffs, as the bulk supply tariff will now be lower when marginal generators are unloaded. 
However, this is not happening because the tariff methodology is not fully implemented. 
Accordingly, this stakeholder analysis on impacts of rooftop solar photovoltaic penetration reveals 
the CEB Transmission Licensee to be the most affected stakeholder. The next section discusses 
the impacts in detail.  
 

2. Net Metering: Net fuel savings 
 
13. Electricity generated from net metered installations reduces the amount of energy that the 
CEB Transmission Licensee needs to purchase from marginal generation units during the sunny 
hours of the day. Power purchase costs payable by the CEB Transmission Licensee to generators 
are divided into fixed costs paid independent of the monthly electricity production, and variable 
costs, that mostly are fuel costs. It is assumed that CEB can only avoid fuel costs, while fixed 
costs cannot be offset by solar photovoltaic generation, because both grid capacity and 
generation capacity are not reduced due to (i) intermittency of solar photovoltaic generation, and 
(ii) non-availability of output in the night, when Sri Lanka’s electricity demand reaches its peak. 
Based on dispatch information and merit order of power generation plants in Sri Lanka, it can be 
expected that the marginal generation units to be replaced by the net metered solar photovoltaic 
systems are primarily running on fuel oil and diesel.9 Gross fuel savings are estimated at             
$7.8 million per year, based on rooftop solar photovoltaic contribution as of December 2016. 
 
14. A net metered customer with a zero electricity bill does not pay the energy costs charged 
as a component of the end user electricity tariff. Energy costs reflected in the customer tariff, for 
each interval, are shown Table 5. The lost revenue needs to be deducted from the gross fuel 
savings to estimate the net fuel saving for the CEB Transmission Licensee. Net fuel savings were 
accordingly estimated to be $1.6 million per year, on the basis of solar photovoltaic penetration 
prevailing in December 2016. 
  

                                                
9  A minor replacement of coal is expected as well. 
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Table 5: Energy prices reflected in end-use customer tariffs 

Customer Category 

Price of electricity ($/MWh) 

Peak Off-peak Day 

H
o

u
s
e
h

o
ld

s
  0–30  9.7 4.6 7.7 

 31–60  9.8 4.6 7.7 
 61–90  28.8 13.6 22.7 
 91–120  54.9 25.8 43.2 
 121–180  95.8 44.9 75.1 
 >180  152.9 71.9 120.5 

 Commercial >300a 113.7 53.2 89.0 
 Industry >300  56.3 26.3 44.0 

MWh = megawatt-hour. 
Note: These customers are not charged on the basis of time of use, but on a tariff independent of the time of 
use. The above is an estimate of how the prices paid can be disaggregated as prices across the three intervals 
in the time-of-use regime. 
a Due to a lack of detailed information, we assume high consumption customers to fall half into the General 

Purpose >300 kWh/month category and half into the Industry >300 kWh/month category. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
3. Net Metering: Divergence between production and consumption profile 

 
15. The net metered solar photovoltaic systems produce electricity exclusively during day time 
hours. The load profile of a customer does not always match the production profile of the net 
metered solar photovoltaic system. It is often observed that a net metered solar photovoltaic 
system produces more than the customer’s consumption during the day-time hours, while the 
opposite occurs in the evening hours. This mismatch between the consumption and production 
profile can lead to financial gains or losses to the CEB Transmission Licensee, as electricity costs 
differ depending on the time of the day. Sri Lanka’s tariff methodology groups consumption into 
three intervals, namely peak, off-peak and day-time. To evaluate the financial impact of the 
mismatch on the CEB Transmission Licensee, the value of the electricity fed-in by prosumer’s net 
metered photovoltaic system was compared with energy costs the same prosumer would pay 
when charged based on published customer tariffs. 
 
16. For the CEB Transmission Licensee to make a financial gain, the fed-in value of electricity 
needs to be higher than the energy cost at end-use tariffs. The fed-in electricity was valued at 
day-time prices. Energy costs were valued at peak, off-peak and day prices according to the load 
profile of the customer group. For this analysis the distribution of the installed capacity among 
household customers and industrial and/or commercial customers was extrapolated from data 
about the net metered customers received from Lanka Electricity Company Limited. Table 6 below 
shows the average load profile for various customer categories. 
 

Table 6: Share of energy use in each interval in the time-of-use regime 
Customer category Peak Off-peak Day 

H
o

u
s
e
h

o
ld

  0–30  37% 8% 55% 
 31–60  37% 8% 55% 
 61–90  34% 28% 38% 
 91–120  24% 18% 58% 
 121–180  19% 23% 58% 
 >180  26% 27% 48% 

 Commercial >300 2% 1% 97% 
 Industry >300  13% 10% 77% 

        Source: Lanka Electricity Company Limited data. 
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17. Households in the lower consumption groups use a large share of electricity during peak-
hours, but use a smaller share during off-peak hours. For these customer groups, the energy 
prices are higher than the value of the fed-in electricity. The same applies for commercial 
customers as they almost exclusively consume during day-time, and a small share during            
off-peak hours. Yet, for high consumption household customers and industrial customers, the 
CEB Transmission Licensee can profit from the mismatch of the production and load profile, as a 
larger share of the electricity is consumed during off-peak hours. In summary, a minor net gain of 
$147,870 per year for the CEB Transmission Licensee was estimated based on December 2016 
penetration level of the net metered solar photovoltaic generation.  
 

4. Net Metering: Capacity costs not recovered 
 
18. The capacity component reflects the fixed costs for generation, transmission, distribution 
and retail, payable by all customers using the grid, ideally including net metered customers. Yet, 
self-consumed electricity by some prosumers is not subject to any tariff payments and, thus, no 
capacity charges are paid on the consumed electricity, leading to a revenue loss to the CEB 
Transmission Licensee.  
 
19. The amount of the lost capacity revenue to the CEB Transmission Licensee depends on 
the type of customer. Based on the existing tariff arrangements, tariffs in Table 7 were used to 
estimate capacity costs for each customer category. Applying the unit capacity prices to the total 
average yearly consumption for all customer categories results in a total loss of capacity cost of 
$8.6 million per year on the basis of the status in December 2016. 
 

Table 7: Capacity prices reflected in end-use customer tariffsa  

Customer category 

Capacity costs reflected in tariff ($/MWh) 

Generation and 
transmission capacity 

Distribution 
capacity 

Retail 
services 

H
o

u
s
e
h

o
ld

s
 0–30 15.12 6.05 2.63 

31–60 15.10 6.09 0.87 
61–90 27.18 11.72 1.46 
91–120 41.77 17.99 1.94 
121–180 40.67 17.17 2.54 

>180 83.33 39.33 1.32 
Commercial > 300 29.16 78.92 6.32 
Industry > 300 35.09 47.56 2.01 

MWh = megawatt-hour. 
Note: These customers are not charged on the basis of time of use, but on a tariff independent of the time of 
use. The above is an estimate of how the prices paid can be disaggregated as prices across the three intervals 
in the time-of-use regime. 
a  Energy costs and capacity costs reflected in the tariff were obtained from the Sri Lanka electricity pricing 

model, used to calculate cost of supply and end-user tariffs. The model first calculates the cost-reflective 
prices (energy and capacity) for each customer category, and then adjusts the prices for cross subsidies 
between the customer categories. Subsidies were estimated by evaluating the total cost-reflective price for 
each customer category (including energy, capacity and retail cost) against the actual revenue collected from 
the customer category on the basis of published end-use tariffs. 

Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
5. Net accounting and net plus: Financial impact on CEB Transmission 

Licensee 
 
20. Estimates for the net accounting and net plus scheme are based on typical cases, 
because the penetration of these two schemes, introduced in September 2016, was negligible by 
December 2016. The customer portfolio consists of three customer types with different installed 
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capacity, namely, (i) household with more than 180 kWh: 12 kilowatt (kW) installed capacity;        
(ii) commercial with more than 300 kWh: 55 kW installed capacity; and (iii) industrial with more 
than 300 kWh: 80 kW installed capacity. Under the net accounting scheme, financial losses and 
gains were estimated using the same methodology and assumptions, as under the net metering 
scheme. Additionally, the feed-in tariff payments to the prosumers for the excess electricity were 
considered in the calculation. As under the net plus scheme, the full amount of the produced 
electricity is fed into the grid, gains and losses are reduced to fuel savings in relation to the       
feed-in tariff payments to the rooftop solar photovoltaic facilities. Table 8 shows assumptions on 
the net accounting and net plus schemes. 
 

Table 8: Assumptions on net accounting and net plus 
 Unit Net accounting  Net plus 

Customer portfolio number 1 1 
Electricity production  kWh/month 16,934 16,934 
Electricity exported to the grid % 45% 100% 
Purchase price $/kWh 0.14 0.14 

kWh = kilowatt-hour. 
a The figure is an average for the portfolio. It was assumed that prosumers in the category households>180 kWh 

exports 53%, the prosumers in the category General Purpose> 300 kWh export 38%, and prosumers in the 
category industry > 300 kWh exports 45% of the produced electricity. 

Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
21. Table 9 shows the financial gains and losses to the CEB Transmission Licensee for the 
net accounting and net plus schemes. 
 

Table 9: Financial gains and losses to CEB Transmission Licensee:  
Net Accounting and net plus schemes 

 Net accounting Net plus 

Net fuel saving ($) 12,050 19,528 

Divergence between production and 
consumption profile ($) 

24.8 n/a 

Capacity 
revenue 
loss ($) 

Generation/transmission 4,327 n/a 

Distribution 6,854 n/a 

Retail 2,085 n/a 

Payment for energy ($) (12,736) (29,607) 

Total impact ($) (13,927) (10,079) 

Net financial impact in $/kWp of 
operational solar photovoltaic 

(124.3) (68.6) 

( ) = negative amount, kWp = kilowatt peak. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
22. Both the net accounting and net plus schemes result in financial losses for the CEB 
Transmission Licensee. All assumptions holding good, future financial losses to the CEB 
Transmission Licensee are most likely to be lower, as the purchase price under the net accounting 
and net plus schemes are not indexed to inflation, while assuming the fuel prices would at least 
increase at the same rate as the inflation. Compared with each other, the net accounting scheme 
causes higher losses to the CEB Transmission Licensee than the net plus scheme at current 
feed-in tariffs.  
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C. Expected impact of the program in the future 
 
23. The future financial impact of the net metering, net accounting and net plus schemes on 
the CEB Transmission Licensee depends on the future implementation and revisions to the tariff 
methodology. If the present tariff methodology is fully implemented, nearly all financial impacts 
will be part of the end use customer tariffs, resulting in regular electricity customers who do not 
have a solar photovoltaic system cross-subsidizing prosumers. Presently, the CEB Transmission 
Licensee absorbs the losses by sacrificing first the depreciation provisions, then the return on 
investment to all the businesses of CEB (four distribution licensees, CEB Transmission Licensee 
and CEB Generation Licensee’s capacity payment provisions), and finally through short-term 
borrowings. Subsequently, CEB Transmission Licensee’s financial losses are reflected as 
corporate losses of CEB, and reported in the annual accounts of CEB as losses. 
 
24. The magnitude of the financial impact, whether on the CEB Transmission Licensee or on 
customers, who do not or cannot participate in the three rooftop solar photovoltaic schemes, 
depends on the take up of the different schemes. Under the portfolio forecast for the project, if 
the assumptions in this analysis hold, the financial impact on the CEB Transmission Licensee is 
estimated to be negative $5.1 million (loss) per year. Table 10 reflects relevant details for each 
scheme. 
 

Table 10: Estimated financial impacts on CEB Transmission Licensee by the Project 
 Average capacity 

installed (kWp) 
Number of 

installations 
Customer 
category 

Financial impact 
(million $/year) 

Net metering  5 2,000 Domestic (1.3) 
Net accounting 7 1,200 Domestic (1.6) 
Net plus  70 452 Industrial (2.2) 
Total estimated 
financial impact 

   (5.1) 

( ) = negative amount, kWp = kilowatt peak. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
25. The estimated financial impacts may differ, as some assumptions may change in the 
future years. The financial impact largely depends on the net fuel savings and the buy-back prices. 
The net fuel savings are expected to decrease in the upcoming years. The expected entry of 
liquefied natural gas to the generation fuel mix will modify the merit order dispatch, as a significant 
amount of the most expensive fuels and power plants presently used will be displaced. The buy-
back prices, initially valued at $0.143/kWh for the net plus scheme are expected to decrease to 
$0.097/kWh from year 8 onwards, leading to a reduction in the financial losses. Additionally, since 
the buy-back prices are not indexed, every year the difference between the cost of fuel and the 
buy-back prices becomes smaller, reducing the financial impact on the CEB Transmission 
Licensee.  
 
26. However, no major changes are expected in the capacity revenue lost to the CEB 
Transmission Licensee because the generation, transmission and distribution capacity costs are 
unlikely to undergo major changes in the future. Loss of capacity charges, calculated and shown 
in Tables 1 and 2, represent the largest portion of the CEB Transmission Licensee’s losses due 
to accommodating net metered and net accounting customers. 


